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   13)   I’m writing this email in the  that you might be able to 
answer my question.   ( event / hope / aim / case ) 

   14)   Some people say there’s a  line between being brave and 
being stupid.   ( slim / fine / slight / faint ) 

  15)   I like spicy food, but it doesn’t really  with me. 
 ( sit / agree / go / suit ) 

Dictation 130 Remember: audio dictations are available in the Callan App.

 There’ll be little sorrow/ at the king’s departure./ Am I going deaf/ or is our teacher 
quiet?/ It’s almost like he’s whispering sometimes!/ A war journalist needs to be/ 
both curious and courageous./ Whatever you do,/ don’t spill that ink;/ it’d leave a 
terrible stain/ on the carpet./ I’m keen to sell this fruit/ as quickly as possible./ It’s 
already looking/ a bit overripe,/ and we’ve got tons of it left./ The actual concert 
venue/ doesn’t open till eight,/ so, meanwhile,/ why don’t we enjoy/ the warmth of 
that bar?/ The movie was ruined for her/ owing to the constant sound of sneezing/ 
from the row behind her./ Swallow, patience, cushion,/ servant, decay, coward. 

LESSON 185 CHECK

1 One word The story is  in Australia but almost all the filming 

  actually took place in California.

2 A, B or C Nothing on this lunch menu really appeals  me. 

  Could we try somewhere else?

  A) for B) with C) to 

3 One word I definitely get the impression that our new neighbours look down 

   us, but I’ve no idea why.

4 A, B or C Kim is a very sensible person except when it  to 

  relationships!

  A) goes B) turns C) comes

5 One word For health reasons, I always grill or bake my food, as 

  to frying it.
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